
 

 

3.   FIXED ODDS FOOTBALL BETS 
 

 

 

3.1 FIXED ODDS BETTING 

  

 (a) It will be at the Operator’s discretion to offer the types of Fixed 

Odds Football Bets to cover the Play Time and/or Extra Time of 

any Match or tournament. 

   

 (b) At the time a Backer places a Fixed Odds Football Bet, the 

Operator will indicate where applicable the Fixed Odds by which 

the stake will be multiplied in the case of a winning selection. The 

Operator may change the Fixed Odds for a particular Football Bet 

type at any time. 

   

 (c) The Operator may, from time to time and at its absolute 

discretion, offer an additional payment to a Backer who is entitled 

to a Dividend, of an amount and subject to such conditions as 

determined by the Operator in its absolute discretion. 

   

 (d) The Fixed Odds recorded for each Football Bet in the Operator’s 

Official Record shall be the odds for Dividend calculation for the 

relevant Football Bet. 

   

 (e) Subject to Rule 2.20(b), neither the Operator nor the Backer may 

change the Fixed Odds recorded for a Valid Football Bet 

irrespective of subsequent Fixed Odds changes. 

   

 (f) The Operator may offer All Up Betting on such Football Bet types 

as announced by the Operator from time to time. 

   

 (g) The Operator may, at its discretion, decide the conditions, the 

time and the types of Football Bets it may allow a Backer to 

initiate an Early Settlement Proposal and may without giving any 

reason refuse to accept the Backer’s Early Settlement Proposal. 

   

 (h) In the event of a dead-heat for the winning selection of a particular 

type of Fixed Odds Football Bets, the stake money on a winning 

selection will be divided into as many equal parts as the number 

of selections involved in the dead-heat. Dividend will be 

calculated by multiplying one part of the stake money with the 



 

 

relevant fixed odds, with the remainder of the stake money being 

lost. 

   

 (i) Once the Operator has started paying out Dividends or Refunds 

based on a referee’s declaration, any subsequent amendment on 

such declaration as determined by the referee or decision by the 

official body of the relevant Match or tournament which may 

affect the qualification of such Dividends or Refunds will be 

ignored for payment of those Dividends or Refunds. 

   

 (j) A Football Bet is immediately surrendered once the Operator 

accepts the Backer’s Early Settlement Proposal. Any subsequent 

variation in any determination by the referee or the official body 

of the relevant Match or tournament will be deemed to be of no 

effect even if such variation might have affected the Operator’s 

calculation of the indicative amount or the actual amount accepted 

by the Operator for that Football Bet. 

  

3.2 Home/Away/Draw 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on the Home Team 

to win, or the Away Team to win, or a Draw at the end of the Play 

Time or within only the Extra Time of a Match. No Handicap 

goals are counted.  

    

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   

  (i) A Home/Away/Draw Football Bet will qualify for a 

Dividend if it has selected correctly either the Winning 

Team or a Draw at the end of the Play Time of a Match. 

    

  (ii) An Extra Time Home/Away/Draw Football Bet will 

qualify for a Dividend if it has selected correctly either the 

Winning Team or a Draw within only the Extra Time of a 

Match. 

  

3.3 First Half Home/Away/Draw 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   



 

 

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on the Half Time 

Result by selecting the Home Team to win, or the Away Team to 

win, or a Draw. No Handicap-goals are counted.  

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   

  (i) A First Half Home/Away/Draw Football Bet will qualify 

for a Dividend if it has selected correctly the Home Team 

to win, or the Away Team to win, or a Draw at the end of 

the First Half of a Match. 

    

  (ii) If a Match kicks-off but is declared a Void Match before 

the end of the First Half, all First Half Home/Away/Draw 

Football Bets will be refunded. 

    

  (iii) Notwithstanding Rule 2.13(h), if a Match is declared a 

Void Match after the First Half of a Match, all First Half 

Home/Away/Draw Football Bets shall stand and 

Dividends will be paid on those Football Bets that have 

selected correctly the Half Time Result of such Match. 

    

  (iv) In case of All Up Betting, all Football Bets on a Match 

which shall be refunded pursuant to Rule 3.3(b)(ii) will 

stand, and the odds for all possible First Half 

Home/Away/Draw outcomes on the relevant Match of 

such Football Bets shall be considered as “1”. 

  

3.4 Total Goals 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  (i) The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on the total 

number of Goals scored by both Teams within the Play 

Time of a Match.  

    

  (ii) There are 8 possible outcomes for Total Goals separately, 

namely 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Number of Goals at or 

exceeding 7 will be counted as 7. 

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   



 

 

  A Total Goals Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend if it has 

selected correctly the total number of Goals scored by both Teams 

within the Play Time of the Match. 

  

3.5 Correct Score 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  (i) The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on the 

Official Score within the Play Time of a Match with no 

Handicap-goals taken into account. 

    

  (ii) After the completion of Play Time, the Operator may offer 

and a Backer may bet on the Official Extra Time Score of 

a Match with no Handicap-goals taken into account. 

    

  (iii) The Operator may offer one or more of the following 

possible outcomes for Correct Score and Extra Time 

Correct Score selection separately: 

   

   (a) Home Team Wins – 1:0; 2:0; 2:1; 3:0; 3:1; 3:2; 

4:0; 4:1; 4:2; 5:0; 5:1; 5:2; Home Others (Away 

No Goal) and/or Home Others (Away Scores) 

     

   (b) Away Team Wins – 0:1; 0:2; 1:2; 0:3; 1:3; 2:3; 

0:4; 1:4; 2:4; 0:5; 1:5; 2:5; Away Others (Home 

No Goal) and/or Away Others (Home Scores) 

     

   (c) Draw – 0:0; 1:1; 2:2; 3:3; or any other result when 

there is a Draw 

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   

  (i) A Correct Score Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend 

if it has selected correctly the Official Score of the Match 

amongst the possible outcomes offered by Operator. 

    

  (ii) An Extra Time Correct Score Football Bet will qualify for 

a Dividend if it has selected correctly the Official Extra 

Time Correct Score of the Match amongst the possible 

outcomes offered by the Operator. 

   

   



 

 

3.6 First Half Correct Score 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on the Half Time 

Score of a Match with no Handicap-goals taken into account. The 

Operator may offer one or more of the following possible 

outcomes for First Half Correct Score selection: 

    

  (i) Home Team Leads – 1:0; 2:0; 2:1; 3:0; 3:1; 3:2; 4:0; 4:1; 

4:2; 5:0; 5:1; 5:2; Home Others (Away No Goal) and/or 

Home Others (Away Scores) 

     

  (ii) Away Team Leads – 0:1; 0:2; 1:2; 0:3; 1:3; 2:3; 0:4; 1:4; 

2:4; 0:5; 1:5; 2:5; Away Others (Home No Goal) and/or 

Away Others (Home Scores) 

     

  (iii) Draw – 0:0; 1:1; 2:2; 3:3; or any other result when there is 

a Draw at the end of the First Half 

    

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   

  (i) A First Half Correct Score Football Bet will qualify for a 

Dividend if it has selected correctly the Half Time Score 

of the Match amongst the possible outcomes offered by 

Operator.  

    

  (ii) If a Match kicks-off but is declared a Void Match before 

the end of the First Half, all First Half Correct Score 

Football Bets will be refunded. 

    

  (iii) Notwithstanding Rule 2.13(h), if a Match is declared a 

Void Match after the First Half of a Match, all First Half 

Correct Score Football Bets shall stand and Dividends will 

be paid on those Football Bets that have selected correctly 

the Half Time Score of such Match. 

    

  (iv) In case of All Up Betting, all Football Bets on a Match 

which shall be refunded pursuant to Rule 3.6(b)(ii) will 

stand, and the odds for all possible First Half Correct 

Score outcomes on the relevant Match of such Football 

Bets shall be considered as “1”. 

  



 

 

3.7 Handicap Home/Away/Draw 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on the Home Team 

to win, the Away Team to win, or a Draw in a Match in which the 

Operator offers Handicap-goals. The number of Handicap-goals 

offered will be in multiples of whole Goals as the Operator may 

decide from time to time. The Handicap Score shall be used for 

the purposes of Dividend calculation for this type of Football Bet. 

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   

  A Handicap Home/Away/Draw Football Bet will qualify for a 

Dividend if it has selected correctly either the Winning Team or a 

Draw in a Match in accordance with the Handicap Score for that 

Football Bet. 

  

3.8 HaFu 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  The Operator may offer and a Backer must bet on both the Half 

Time Result and the Full Time Result of a Match. There are nine 

possible outcomes for HaFu Football Bets as follows: 

   

  Half Time Result  Full Time Result 

  Home Team Leads and Home Team Wins 

  Home Team Leads and Away Team Wins 

  Home Team Leads and Draw 

  Away Team Leads and Home Team Wins 

  Away Team Leads and Away Team Wins 

  Away Team Leads and Draw 

  Draw and Home Team Wins 

  Draw and Away Team Wins 

  Draw and Draw 

   

   

   

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   



 

 

  (i) A HaFu Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend if it has 

selected correctly both the Half Time Result and the Full 

Time Result. 

    

  (ii) In case of a Void Match, all HaFu Football Bets will be 

refunded. 

  

3.9 Odd/Even 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on whether the 

total number of Goals scored within the Play Time of a Match is 

an odd or even number. Where no Goals are scored this is counted 

as an “even” number for the purposes of the Football Bet. 

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   

  (i) An Odd/Even Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend if 

it has selected correctly whether the total number of Goals 

scored within the Play Time of the Match is an odd or even 

number. 

    

  (ii) In case of a Void Match, all Odd/Even Football Bets will 

be refunded. 

  

3.10 First Scorer 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on which player of 

the two competing Teams in a Match will score the first Goal. The 

following selections will be available: 

   

  (i) A Named Player; 

    

  (ii) Other Player; or 

    

  (iii) No First Scorer. 

   

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   



 

 

  (i) For the purposes of the First Scorer Football Bets, Own 

Goals will not be counted in determining the first Goal and 

the winning selection. 

    

  (ii) A selection by a Backer of a Named Player in a First 

Scorer Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend when that 

Named Player selected by the Backer is the player who 

scored the first Goal in the relevant Match. 

    

  (iii) A selection by a Backer of Other Player in a First Scorer 

Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend when the Other 

Player is the player who scored the first Goal in the 

relevant Match. 

    

  (iv) A selection by a Backer of No First Scorer in a First Scorer 

Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend when no Goal, 

ignoring any Own Goals, has been scored by either Team 

during a Match. 

    

  (v) If a Named Player is sent off or substituted from the field 

of play for whatever reason before the first Goal is scored, 

all First Scorer Football Bets on that player become 

losing. 

    

  (vi) If according to the official body of the relevant Match a 

Named Player did not enter the field of play in the Match 

before the first Goal (which is not an Own Goal) has been 

scored, all First Scorer Football Bets on that player will be 

refunded. 

    

  (vii) If a Match kicks-off but is declared a Void Match before 

the first Goal is scored, all First Scorer Football Bets will 

be refunded. 

    

  (viii) Notwithstanding Rule 2.13(h), if a Match kicks-off but is 

declared a Void Match after the first Goal has been scored, 

all First Scorer Football Bets shall stand and Dividends 

will be paid on those First Scorer Football Bets that have 

selected correctly the player who scored the first Goal in 

the relevant Match. 

    

  (ix) If the Operator believes that the player who scored the first 

Goal is unclear, it reserves the right to withhold all 



 

 

payments following the Match to allow for clarification 

with the official body of the Match.  In the event that the 

Operator is unable to obtain the necessary clarification 

with the official body of the Match within a reasonable 

period following the Match, the Operator may, at its 

absolute discretion, refund all relevant First Scorer 

Football Bets and/or take any other actions as it deems 

appropriate. 

    

  (x) Once the Operator has started paying out Dividends to 

winning First Scorer Football Bets, any subsequent 

amendment on the record by the official body of the 

relevant Match will be ignored for Dividend payment 

purposes. 

    

  (xi) In case of All Up Betting, all Football Bets on a Match or 

selection which shall be refunded pursuant to Rule 

3.10(b)(vi), Rule 3.10(b)(vii) and/or Rule 3.10(b)(ix) will 

stand, and the odds for all possible outcomes for First 

Scorer Football Bets on the relevant Match or the relevant 

selection of such Football Bets shall be considered as “1”. 

  

3.11 Handicap 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  (i) The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on a Team 

to win within the Play Time of a Match in which the 

Operator offers a Handicap.  

   

  (ii) The Operator may offer the following types of Handicap 

(in respect of the Play Time only) on a Match: 

    

   (a) A single Handicap means the stake of a Handicap 

Football Bet will be totally invested on one 

Handicap-goal; or 

     

   (b) A split Handicap means the stake of a Handicap 

Football Bet will be split equally into two portions 

and invested on two different Handicap-goals on 

one Match (in respect of the Play Time only). For 

example, if the Operator gives a one-and-a-half 

Handicap-goal advantage and also separately a 



 

 

one Handicap-goal advantage to Team B and the 

Backer selects Team A to win then the Backer’s 

stake will be split equally between these two 

Handicaps (50% of the stake on the one-and-a-

half Handicap-goal disadvantage (bet 1) and 50% 

of the stake on the one Handicap-goal 

disadvantage (bet 2)). There are three possible 

outcomes: 

    

    (1) The Backer will win both bet 1 and bet 2 if 

Team A wins by 2 Goals or more, and in 

both bets his stake will qualify for a 

Dividend; 

      

    (2) The Backer will lose his stake on bet 1 and, 

subject to Rule 3.11 (b)(ii), get a refund on 

his stake for bet 2 if Team A wins by one 

Goal (i.e. the Handicap Score is a draw); or 

      

    (3) The Backer will lose his stake on bets 1 and 

2 if the Match is a Draw or Team B wins 

(i.e. the Handicap Score is a loss for Team 

A). 

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   

  (i) A Handicap Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend if it 

has selected the Winning Team (i.e. after the Official 

Score has been adjusted with the Handicap-goals offered 

by the Operator for that Football Bet). 

    

  (ii) In the event that the Handicap Score is a draw (i.e. the 

score is level for the Home Team and the Away Team 

after the Official Score has been adjusted with the 

applicable Handicap-goals) those Handicap Football Bets 

for a Team to win the Match will be refunded, subject to 

deduction of a handling fee (if any) as determined by the 

Operator from time to time. 

  

  

  

3.12 HiLo 

  



 

 

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  (i) The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on whether 

the total number of Goals scored within the Play Time or 

the Extra Time only of a Match is higher or lower than the 

number or numbers specified by the Operator.  

    

  (ii) The number or numbers to be offered for HiLo or Extra 

Time HiLo will be in multiples of half or whole numbers 

to be determined by the Operator and which the Operator 

may change from time to time. 

    

  (iii) The Operator may offer the following types of HiLo and 

Extra Time HiLo: 

    

   (a) A single bet means the stake of a HiLo Football 

Bet or an Extra Time HiLo Football Bet (as the 

case may be) will be totally invested on one HiLo 

or one Extra Time HiLo specified by the 

Operator; or 

     

   (b) A split bet means the stake of a HiLo Football Bet 

or an Extra Time HiLo Football Bet (as the case 

may be) will be split equally into two portions and 

invested on two different HiLos or Extra Time 

HiLos on that Match. For example, if the Operator 

offers two-and-a-half and three as the numbers for 

the Play Time or Extra Time of a particular Match 

and the Backer bets on the total number of Goals 

scored during the relevant time being higher than 

the numbers specified by the Operator, then the 

Backer’s stake will be split equally between these 

two numbers (50% of the stake on the total 

number of Goals scored in the Play Time or Extra 

Time of the Match being higher than two-and-a-

half (bet 1) and 50% on the total number of Goals 

scored in the Play Time or Extra Time of the 

Match being higher than three (bet 2)). There are 

three possible outcomes: 

    

    (1) The Backer will win both bets 1 and 2 if the 

total number of Goals scored during the 

relevant time is four Goals or more, and in 



 

 

both bets his stake will qualify for a 

Dividend; 

      

    (2) The Backer will win his stake on bet 1 and, 

subject to Rule 3.12(b)(iii), get a refund on 

his stake for bet 2 if the total number of 

Goals scored in the Match is three Goals 

(i.e. the total number of Goals scored 

during the relevant time is the same as the 

number offered by the Operator for that 

Football Bet); or 

      

    (3) The Backer will lose his stake on bets 1 and 

2 if the total number of Goals scored during 

the relevant time is two Goals or less. 

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   

  (i) A HiLo Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend if the 

Backer has correctly selected the total number of Goals 

scored within the Play Time of a Match will be either 

higher or lower (as the case may be) than the number or 

numbers specified by the Operator for that Football Bet. 

    

  (ii) An Extra Time HiLo Football Bet will qualify for a 

Dividend if the Backer has correctly selected the total 

number of Goals scored within only the Extra Time of a 

Match will be either higher or lower than (as the case may 

be) the number or numbers specified by the Operator for 

that Football Bet. 

    

  (iii) In the event that the total number of Goals scored during 

the relevant time of the Match is the same as the number 

offered by the Operator for that Football Bet, those HiLo 

Football Bets or Extra Time HiLo Football Bets (as the 

case may be) will be refunded, subject to deduction of a 

handling fee (if any) as determined by the Operator from 

time to time. 

    

    

3.13 First Half HiLo 
    

 (a) Form of Betting 



 

 

   

  (i) The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on whether 

the total number of Goals scored in the First Half of a 

Match is higher or lower than the number or numbers 

specified by the Operator. The number or numbers to be 

offered will be in multiples of half or whole numbers to 

be determined by the Operator and which the Operator 

may change from time to time.  

    

  (ii) The Operator may offer the following types of First Half 

HiLo on a Match: 

    

   (a) A single First Half HiLo means the stake of a First 

Half HiLo Football Bet will be totally invested on 

one First Half HiLo; or 

     

   (b) A split First Half HiLo means the stake of a First 

Half HiLo Football Bet will be split equally into 

two portions and invested on two different First 

Half HiLos on one Match.  For example, if the 

Operator offers one-and-a-half and two as the 

numbers for the First Half of a particular Match 

and the Backer bets on the total number of Goals 

scored in the First Half of a Match being higher 

than the numbers specified by the Operator, then 

the Backer’s stake will be split equally between 

these two numbers (50% of the stake on the total 

number of Goals scored in the First Half of the 

Match being higher than one-and-a-half (bet 1) 

and 50% on the total number of Goals scored in 

the First Half of a Match being higher than two 

(bet 2)). There are three possible outcomes: 

     

    (1) The Backer will win both bets 1 and 2 if 

the total number of Goals scored in the 

First Half of the Match is three Goals or 

more, and in both bets his stake will 

qualify for a Dividend; 

      

    (2) The Backer will win his stake on bet 1 and 

subject to Rule 3.13 (b)(ii), get a refund on 

his stake for bet 2 if the total number of 

Goals scored in the First Half of the Match 



 

 

is two Goals (i.e. the total number of Goals 

scored in the First Half of the Match is the 

same as the number offered by the 

Operator for that Football Bet); or 

      

    (3) The Backer will lose his stake on bets 1 

and 2 if the total number of Goals scored 

in the First Half of the Match is one Goal 

or less. 

    

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

    

  (i) A First Half HiLo Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend 

if the Backer has correctly selected the total number of 

Goals scored in the First Half of a Match will be either 

higher or lower (as the case may be) than the number or 

numbers specified by the Operator for that Football Bet. 

    

  (ii) In the event that the total number of Goals scored in the 

First Half of the Match is the same as the number offered 

by the Operator for that Football Bet, those First Half 

HiLo Football Bets will be refunded, subject to deduction 

of a handling fee (if any) as determined by the Operator 

from time to time. 

    

  (iii) If a Match kicks-off but is declared a Void Match before 

the end of the First Half, subject to Rule 2.13(g), all First 

Half HiLo Football Bets will be refunded. 

    

  (iv) Notwithstanding Rule 2.13(h), if a Match is declared a 

Void Match after the First Half of a Match, all First Half 

HiLo Football Bets shall stand and Dividends will be paid 

on those Football Bets that have selected correctly that the 

total number of Goals scored in the First Half of a Match 

will be higher or lower (as the case may be) than the 

number or numbers specified by the Operator for that 

Football Bet. 

    

  (v) In case of All Up Betting, all Football Bets on a Match 

which shall be refunded pursuant to Rule 3.13(b)(iii) will 

stand, and the odds for all possible First Half HiLo 

outcomes on the relevant Match of such Football Bets 

shall be considered as “1”. 



 

 

  

3.14 Corner Taken HiLo 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  (i) The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on whether 

the total number of Corners taken within the Play Time or 

within the Extra Time only of a Match is higher or lower 

than the number or numbers specified by the Operator.  

The number or numbers to be offered will be in multiples 

of half or whole numbers to be determined by the Operator 

and which the Operator may change from time to time.  

    

  (ii) The Operator may offer the following types of Corner 

Taken HiLo or Extra Time Corner Taken HiLo: 

   

   (a) A single bet means the stake of a Corner Taken 

HiLo Football Bet or an Extra Time Corner Taken 

HiLo Football Bet (as the case may be) will be 

totally invested with reference to one Corner 

Taken HiLo or one Extra Time Corner Taken 

HiLo specified by the Operator; or 

     

   (b) A split bet means the stake of a Corner Taken 

HiLo Football Bet or an Extra Time Corner Taken 

HiLo Football Bet (as the case may be) will be 

split equally into two portions and invested with 

reference to two or more numbers specified by the 

Operator for that Bet. For example, if the Operator 

offers eight and a half and nine as the numbers for 

Corners taken in the Play Time or Extra Time of 

a particular Match and the Backer bets on the total 

number of Corners taken during the relevant time 

being higher than the numbers specified by the 

Operator, then the Backer’s stake will be split 

equally between these two numbers (50% of the 

stake on the total number of Corners taken in Play 

Time or Extra Time of the Match being higher 

than eight and a half (bet 1) and 50% on the total 

number of Corners taken in Play time or Extra 

Time of the Match being higher than nine (bet 2)). 

There are three possible outcomes: 

    



 

 

    (1) The Backer will win both bets 1 and 2 if the 

total number of Corners taken during the 

relevant time is ten or more, and in both bets 

his stake will qualify for a Dividend; 

      

    (2) The Backer will win his stake on bet 1 and, 

subject to Rule 3.14(b)(ii), get a refund on 

his stake for bet 2 if the total number of 

Corners taken during the relevant time is 

nine (i.e. the total number of Corners taken 

in the Match is the same as the number 

offered by the Operator for that Football 

Bet); or 

      

    (3) The Backer will lose his stake on bets 1 and 

2 if the total number of Corners taken during 

the relevant time is eight or less. 

    

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

    

  (i) A Corner Taken HiLo Football Bet will qualify for a 

Dividend if the Backer has correctly selected whether the 

total number of Corners taken within the Play Time of a 

Match will be either higher or lower (as the case may be) 

than the number or numbers specified by the Operator for 

that Football Bet. 

    

  (ii) In the event that the total number of Corners taken within 

the Play Time of a Match is the same as the number 

offered by the Operator for that Corner Taken HiLo 

Football Bet, those Corner Taken HiLo Football Bets will 

be refunded, subject to a deduction of a handling fee (if 

any) as determined by the Operator from time to time. 

    

  (iii) If the Operator believes that the result as to the total 

number of Corners taken within the Play Time of a Match 

only is unclear, it reserves the right to withhold all 

payments following the Match to allow for clarification 

with the official body of the Match. In the event that the 

Operator is unable to obtain the necessary clarification 

with the official body of the Match within a reasonable 

period following the Match, the Operator may, at its 

absolute discretion, refund all relevant Corner Taken 



 

 

HiLo Football Bets and/or take any other actions as it 

deems appropriate. 

    

  (iv) An Extra Time Corner Taken HiLo Football Bet will 

qualify for a Dividend if the Backer has correctly selected 

whether the total number of Corners taken within only the 

Extra Time of a Match will be either higher or lower (as 

the case may be) than the number or numbers specified by 

the Operator for that Football Bet. 

    

  (v) In the event that the total number of Corners taken within 

the Extra Time of a Match is the same as the number 

offered by the Operator for that Extra Time Corner Taken 

HiLo Football Bet, those Extra Time Corner Taken HiLo 

Football Bets will be refunded, subject to deduction of a 

handling fee (if any) as determined by the Operator from 

time to time. 

    

  (vi) If the Operator believes that the result as to the total 

number of Corners taken within the Extra Time of a Match 

is unclear, it reserves the right to withhold all payments 

following the Match to allow for clarification with the 

official body of the Match. In the event that the Operator 

is unable to obtain the necessary clarification with the 

official body of the Match within a reasonable period 

following the Match, the Operator may, at its absolute 

discretion, refund all relevant Extra Time Corner Taken 

HiLo Football Bets and/or take any other actions as it 

deems appropriate. 

   

3.15 First Team to Score 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

  

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on which of the 

two competing Teams in a Match will, within the Play Time, 

score the first Goal, or that no Goal will be scored during that 

time. The following selections will be available: 

    

  (i) The Home Team; 

    

  (ii) The Away Team; or 

    



 

 

  (iii) No Goal. 

    

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

    

  (i) An Own Goal will be counted in favour of the Team 

accredited with the Goal for the purposes of First Team to 

Score Football Bets. For example, if the Away Team 

scores an Own Goal to make the score 1:0, a selection by 

a Backer of the Home Team in a First Team to Score 

Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend. 

    

  (ii) A selection by a Backer of either the Home Team or the 

Away Team to score the first Goal in the First Team to 

Score Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend if it has 

selected correctly the Team that has scored the first Goal 

during the Play Time of a Match. 

    

  (iii) A selection by a Backer of No Goal in a First Team to 

Score Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend if no Goal 

is scored during the Play Time of a Match. 

    

  (iv) If a Match kicks off but is declared a Void Match during 

the Play Time of the Match before a Goal is scored, all 

First Team to Score Football Bets will be refunded. 

    

  (v) Notwithstanding Rule 2.13(h), if a Match kicks off but is 

declared a Void Match after a Goal has been scored during 

the Play Time of the relevant Match, all First Team to 

Score Football Bets shall stand and a Dividend will be 

paid on those First Team to Score Football Bets that have 

selected correctly the Team that scores the first Goal 

during the Play Time of a Match.  

    

3.16 Next Team to Score 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

    

  (i) The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on which 

of the two competing Teams in a Match will, within the 

Play Time or the Extra Time, as the case may be, score the 

next Goal, or that no more Goals will be scored. The 

following selections will be available: 

    



 

 

   (a) The Home Team; 

     

   (b) The Away Team; or 

     

   (c) No More Goals. 

     

  (ii) A Next Team to Score Football Bet which became a Valid 

Football Bet during the Play Time will be settled at the 

end of the Play Time of a Match.  For example, if a Backer 

selects the Home Team to score the next Goal during the 

Play Time of a Match, and there is no Goal scored by 

either the Home Team or the Away Team between the 

time when such Next Team to Score Football Bet became 

a Valid Football Bet and the end of the Play Time, the 

Backer will lose his stake, regardless of whether there are 

any more Goals scored during the Extra Time of the 

relevant Match. 

    

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

    

  (i) Own Goal will be counted in favour of the Team 

accredited with the Goal for the purposes of Next Team to 

Score Football Bets. For example, if the Away Team 

scores an Own Goal to make the score 1:0, a selection by 

a Backer of the Home Team in a Next Team to Score 

Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend. 

    

  (ii) A selection by a Backer of either the Home Team or the 

Away Team to score the next Goal in a Next Team to 

Score Football Bet which became a Valid Football Bet 

during the Play Time of a Match will qualify for a 

Dividend if it has selected correctly the Team that has 

scored the next Goal (after the relevant Next Team to 

Score Football Bet has become a Valid Football Bet) 

during the Play Time of the relevant Match. 

    

  (iii) A selection by a Backer of No More Goals in a Next Team 

to Score Football Bet which became a Valid Football Bet 

during the Play Time of a Match will qualify for a 

Dividend if no more Goals are scored from the time the 

relevant Next Team to Score Football Bet became a Valid 

Football Bet until the end of the Play Time of the relevant 



 

 

Match, irrespective of whether there are any more Goals 

scored during the Extra Time of the relevant Match. 

    

  (iv) A selection by a Backer of either the Home Team or the 

Away Team to score the next Goal in a Next Team to 

Score Football Bet which became a Valid Football Bet at 

any time after the end of the Play Time of a Match will 

qualify for a Dividend if it has selected correctly the Team 

that has scored the next Goal (after the relevant Next 

Team to Score Football Bet has become a Valid Football 

Bet) during the Extra Time of the relevant Match. 

    

  (v) A selection by a Backer of No More Goals in a Next Team 

to Score Football Bet which became a Valid Football Bet 

at any time after the end of the Play Time of a Match will 

qualify for a Dividend if no more Goals are scored from 

the time the relevant Next Team to Score Football Bet has 

become a Valid Football Bet until the end of the Extra 

Time of the relevant Match. 

    

  (vi) If a Match kicks off but is declared a Void Match during 

the Play Time of the Match before any Goal is scored, all 

Next Team to Score Football Bets will be refunded. 

    

  (vii) If a Match goes into the Extra Time but is declared a Void 

Match before any Goal is scored during the Extra Time, 

all Next Team to Score Football Bets which became Valid 

Football Bets after the end of the Play Time will be 

refunded and all Next Team to Score Football Bets which 

became Valid Football Bets during the Play Time of the 

relevant Match shall stand. 

    

  (viii) If a Match kicks off but is declared a Void Match after one 

or more Goals have been scored during the Play Time or 

the Extra Time of the relevant Match, as the case may be, 

all Next Team to Score Football Bets which became Valid 

Football Bets before the last Goal is scored shall stand and 

all Next Team to Score Football Bets which became Valid 

Football Bets after that last Goal was scored will be 

refunded. 

  

3.17 To Qualify 

  



 

 

 (a) Form of Betting 

  

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on the Team to 

qualify into the next round of a particular tournament. 

  

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

    

  (i) A To Qualify Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend if it 

has selected correctly the Team to qualify into the next 

round of a particular tournament as announced by or on 

behalf of the official body of the tournament. 

    

  (ii) In the event that no qualifying team could be determined 

at the end of a Match and the official body of the 

tournament declared that another Match would be 

arranged to determine which team is to qualify into the 

next round, the Operator may, at its absolute discretion, 

refund all To Qualify Football Bets and/or take any action 

as it deems appropriate. 

    

  (iii) If the Operator believes that the result as to which team 

shall qualify into the next round of a tournament is 

unclear, it reserves the right to withhold all payments 

following the Match to allow for clarification with the 

official body of the tournament. In the event that the 

Operator is unable to obtain the necessary clarification 

with the official body of the tournament within a 

reasonable period following the Match, the Operator may, 

at its absolute discretion, refund all relevant To Qualify 

Football Bets and/or take any action as it deems 

appropriate. 

    

  (iv) Once the Operator has started paying out Dividends to the 

winning To Qualify Football Bets, any subsequent 

amendment on such declaration or decision by the official 

body of the tournament will be ignored for Dividend 

payment purposes. 

    

3.18 Top Scorer 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   



 

 

  (i) The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on which 

player in a tournament will score the most number of 

Goals. The following selections will be available: 

    

   (a) A Named Player; or 

     

   (b) Other Player. 

    

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

    

  (i) Own Goals will not be counted in determining the winning 

selection for a Top Scorer Football Bet. 

    

  (ii) A selection by a Backer of a Named Player in a Top Scorer 

Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend when that Named 

Player selected by the Backer is the player who scored the 

most number of Goals in the relevant tournament. 

    

  (iii) A selection by a Backer of Other Player in a Top Scorer 

Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend when the Other 

Player has scored the most number of Goals in the relevant 

tournament. 

    

  (iv) If according to the official body of the tournament, a 

Named Player did not enter the field of play in any of the 

tournament Matches (including any Extra Time), all Top 

Scorer Football Bets on that Named Player will be 

refunded. 

    

  (v) Subject to Rule 3.18(b)(iv) and Rule 3.18(b)(vi), and 

unless no Named Player has entered the field of play in 

any of the tournament Matches (including any Extra 

Time) in which case all Top Scorer Football Bets on that 

tournament will be refunded, all Top Scorer Football Bets 

will stand and a Dividend will be paid on the Top Scorer 

Football Bets that have selected correctly a Named Player 

or Other Player who scored the most number of Goals in 

the relevant tournament. 

    

  (vi) If the Operator believes that any result in relation to the 

top scorer is unclear, it reserves the right to withhold all 

payments following the tournament to allow for 

clarification with the official body of the tournament.  In 



 

 

the event that the Operator is unable to obtain the 

necessary clarification with the official body of the 

tournament within a reasonable period following the 

tournament, the Operator may, at its absolute discretion, 

refund all relevant Top Scorer Football Bets and/or take 

any other actions as it deems appropriate. 

    

  (vii) Once the Operator has started paying out Dividends to 

winning Top Scorer Football Bets, any subsequent 

amendments on the top scorer record by the official body 

of the tournament will be ignored for Dividend payment 

purposes. 

    

3.19 Top Scoring Team 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

  

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on which team in 

a particular Combo will score the most number of Goals during a 

specified period of time to be determined by the Operator within 

a specific tournament. 

  

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

    

  (i) A Top Scoring Team Football Bet will qualify for a 

Dividend if it has correctly selected the team that scored 

the highest number of Goals amongst all teams in the same 

Combo. 

    

  (ii) In the event that one or more of Matches relating to a Top 

Scoring Team Football Bet is/are declared a Void Match, 

all Top Scoring Team Football Bets shall stand and the 

result for the relevant Match that is declared a Void Match 

will be the official result announced by the official body 

of the relevant tournament. Where the official body of the 

tournament does not declare an official result for such 

Match, the result will be deemed as 0:0 for the purpose of 

a Top Scoring Team Football Bet. 

    

  (iii) If a team in a Combo did not take part in any of the 

Matches during the specified period of time determined 

by the Operator within a specific tournament, all Top 



 

 

Scoring Team Football Bets on that Team will be 

refunded. 

    

  (iv) Subject to Rule 3.19(b)(iii), all other Top Scoring Team 

Football Bets will stand. 

    

3.20 Tournament Bet 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on events or results 

in relation to a particular tournament and/or a number of 

tournaments as specified by the Operator, for example: 

   

  (i) Champion – by selecting the outright winner of the 

tournament 

    

  (ii) Group Winner – by selecting the team to finish 1st in a 

group following completion of all relevant group Matches 

    

  (iii) Group Forecast – by selecting the teams to finish 1st and 

2nd in the correct order in a group following completion 

of all relevant group Matches 

    

  (iv) Finalist – by selecting the two teams that will play at the 

grand final Match for determining the teams to finish 1st 

and 2nd in the tournament 

    

  (v) The number of times in which a particular team will 

become the outright winner in a number of tournaments 

specified by the Operator 

    

  (vi) Winning Continent – by selecting the Continent to which 

the relevant governing body or authority of the outright 

winner of the tournament belongs 

    

  (vii) Winning Country – by selecting the Country to which the 

relevant governing body or authority of the outright 

winner of the tournament belongs 

    

  (viii) Promotion – by selecting whether or not a particular team 

will be promoted to a specific tournament at the end of the 

current Season 



 

 

    

  (ix) Relegation – by selecting whether or not a particular team 

will be relegated to a specific tournament at the end of the 

current Season 

    

  (x) Qualification – by selecting whether or not a particular 

team will qualify for participation in the tournament 

    

  (xi) To Finish Last – by selecting whether or not a particular 

team will finish last in the tournament at the end of the 

current Season 

   

  In respect of certain Tournament Bets, in addition to named 

selections, the Operator may also make available a selection for 

“none of the above” or other options. 

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification 

   

  (i) A Tournament Bet will qualify for a Dividend if the 

Backer has selected correctly the winning events or results 

as determined by the Operator in accordance with the 

announcement by the official body of the relevant 

tournament and/or tournaments. 

    

  (ii) If one or more tournaments relating to a Tournament Bet 

is/are cancelled or abandoned, all unresolved Tournament 

Bets related to such tournament or tournaments will be 

refunded. 

    

  (iii) If one or more tournaments relating to a Tournament Bet 

is/are postponed, the Operator may exercise its discretion 

to refund all Tournament Bets related to such tournament 

or tournaments. 

    

  (iv) In respect of Tournament Bets involving one tournament 

only, if a team is withdrawn from that tournament before 

taking part in any of the Matches concerned, all 

Tournament Bets involving that team will be refunded. 

    

  (v) In respect of Tournament Bets involving one tournament 

only, if a team is withdrawn after taking part in any of the 

tournament Matches, all Tournament Bets involving that 

team will be treated as losing. 



 

 

    

  (vi) In respect of Tournament Bets involving more than one 

tournament, if a team is withdrawn from any of the 

relevant tournaments (whether or not that team has taken 

part in any of the Matches in the relevant tournaments 

before withdrawing), all unresolved Tournament Bets 

involving that team will be refunded. 

    

  (vii) If according to the official body of the relevant tournament 

and/or tournaments, a player did not enter the field of play 

in any of the tournament Matches (including any Extra 

Time and/or Penalty Shoot-outs), all player specific 

Tournament Bets on that player will be refunded. 

    

  (viii) If the Operator believes that any result in relation to any 

particular tournament is unclear, it reserves the right to 

withhold all payments following the tournament to allow 

for clarification with the official body of the tournament.  

In the event that the Operator is unable to obtain the 

necessary clarification with the official body of the 

tournament within a reasonable period following the 

tournament, the Operator may, at its absolute discretion, 

refund all Tournament Bets relating to that tournament 

and/or take any other action as it deems appropriate. 

    

  (ix) Once the Operator has started paying out Dividends to 

winning Tournament Bets, any subsequent amendment on 

the tournament records by the official body of the 

tournament will be ignored for Dividend payment 

purposes. 

  

3.21 Specials 

  

 (a) Form of Betting 

   

  The Operator may offer and a Backer may bet on the outcome of 

a special event in relation to a particular Match as specified by the 

Operator. The Operator may offer the following types of Specials 

on a Match: 

   

  (i) Type 1: Total number of Goals scored by a Designated 

Player 

    



 

 

   A Backer may bet on the total number of Goals scored by 

a Designated Player within the Play Time of a Match.  

There are 4 possible outcomes for Type 1 Specials 

Football Bets, namely 0, 1, 2, 3. Number of Goals scored 

by a Designated Player at or exceeding 3 will be counted 

as 3. 

    

  (ii) Type 2: Will a designated Team come from behind in 

score and win the Match 

    

   A Backer may bet on whether or not a designated Team 

specified by the Operator will be or which is behind in 

score, such as 0:1, 1:2, at any time during the Play Time 

of a Match specified by the Operator and subsequently 

win the Match within the Play Time of the Match. 

    

  (iii) Type 3: First to happen to a Designated Player 

    

   A Backer may bet on which of the incidents specified by 

the Operator will be first to happen to a Designated Player 

within the Play Time of a Match. It will be at the 

Operator’s discretion to specify which two or more of the 

following incidents will be offered in a Match: 

    

   (1) receiving a Yellow Card 

   (2) receiving a Red Card 

   (3) scoring a Goal 

   (4) Being Substituted 

   (5) none of the above 

   

 (b) Dividend Qualification for Type 1 Specials Football Bets 

   

  (i) A Type 1 Specials Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend 

if the Backer has selected correctly the total number of 

Goals scored by a Designated Player within the Play Time 

of the Match. 

    

  (ii) All Type 1 Specials Football Bets on a Void Match will 

be declared void and refunded in accordance with Rule 

2.13(g). 

    

  (iii) For the purposes of Type 1 Specials Football Bets, Own 

Goals will not be counted in determining the total number 



 

 

of Goals scored by a Designated Player and the winning 

selection. 

    

  (iv) If according to the official body of the relevant Match, the 

Designated Player did not enter the field of play in the 

Match until after the Match kicks off, all Type 1 Specials 

Football Bets on the Designated Player will be refunded. 

A Designated Player shall be deemed as having entered 

the field of play in the Match even if he is later sent off or 

substituted from the field of play during the Match for 

whatever reason. 

    

  (v) If the Operator believes that the result as to the total 

number of Goals scored by a Designated Player is unclear, 

it reserves the right to withhold all payments following the 

Match to allow for clarification with the official body of 

the Match. In the event that the Operator is unable to 

obtain the necessary clarification with the official body of 

the Match within a reasonable period following the Match, 

the Operator may, at its absolute discretion, take any 

action as it deems appropriate. 

    

  (vi) Once the Operator has started paying out Dividends to 

winning Type 1 Specials Football Bets, any subsequent 

amendment on the record by the official body of the 

Match will be ignored for Dividend payment purposes. 

    

 (c) Dividend Qualification for Type 2 Specials Football Bets 

    

  (i) A Type 2 Specials Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend 

if the Backer has selected correctly whether a designated 

Team specified by the Operator will be or which is behind 

in score at any time during the Play Time of a particular 

Match specified by the Operator and subsequently win the 

Match within the Play Time of the Match. 

    

  (ii) All Type 2 Specials Football Bets on a Void Match will 

be declared void and refunded in accordance with Rule 

2.13(g). 

    

 (d) Dividend Qualification for Type 3 Specials Football Bets 

    



 

 

  (i) A Type 3 Specials Football Bet will qualify for a Dividend 

if the Backer has selected correctly the specific incident 

referred to in Rule 3.21(a)(iii) which was first to happen 

to the Designated Player at the Match. 

    

  (ii) If an incident specified in Rule 3.21(a)(iii) (save for “none 

of the above”) has occurred to the Designated Player 

before a Match is declared a Void Match, all Type 3 

Specials Football Bets on the Designated Player shall 

stand and Dividends will be paid on those Type 3 Specials 

Football Bets that have selected correctly the outcome. 

    

  (iii) Subject to Rule 3.21(d)(ii), all Type 3 Specials Football 

Bets on a Void Match will be declared void and refunded 

in accordance with Rule 2.13(g). 

    

  (iv) If a Match kicks off but is declared a Void Match before 

any of the incidents specified in Rule 3.21(a)(iii) happens 

(save for “none of the above”), all Type 3 Specials 

Football Bets will be refunded. 

    

  (v) For the purposes of Type 3 Specials Football Bets, an Own 

Goal will not be counted as a Goal scored by a Designated 

Player. 

    

  (vi) If according to the official body of the relevant Match the 

Designated Player did not enter the field of play in the 

Match until after the Match kicks off, all Type 3 Specials 

Football Bets on the Designated Player will be refunded.  

A Designated Player shall be deemed as having entered 

the field of play in the Match even if he is later sent off or 

substituted from the field of play during the Match for 

whatever reason. 

    

  (vii) If the Operator believes that whether a specific incident 

referred to in Rule 3.21(a)(iii) was first to happen to the 

Designated Player is unclear, it reserves the right to 

withhold all payments following the Match to allow for 

clarification with the official body of the Match.  In the 

event that the Operator is unable to obtain the necessary 

clarification with the official body of the Match within a 

reasonable period following the Match, the Operator may, 



 

 

at its absolute discretion, take any action as it deems 

appropriate. 

    

  (viii) Once the Operator has started paying out Dividends to 

winning Type 3 Specials Football Bets, any subsequent 

amendment on the record by the official body of the 

Match will be ignored for Dividend payment purposes. 

 

 

 


